


About

The GDR REST welcomes you to our discussion meeting on Machine Learning (ML), where wewell discuss the basics of machine learning from a pedagogical standpoint, and how it can help toresolve unsolved problems in condensed matter physics and quantum chemistry.
The workshop will be held mainly online, via a zoom session, with some participants present inPalaiseau, at the Ecole Polytechnique.
Copies of slides and recordings of the talks will be made available after the meeting.

Organizers

• Jack Wetherell (York, UK)
• Francesco Sottile (Palaiseau, France)

Speakers

• Kieron Burke (Irvine, USA)
• Matthias Rupp (Konstanz, Germany)
• Kristof Schütt (Berlin, Germany)
• Michael Herbst (Aachen, Germany)
• Jack Wetherell (York, UK)
• Jonathan Schmidt (Halle, Germany)
• Kunal Ghosh (Helsinki, Finland)
• Andrea Costamagna (Lausanne, Switzerland)
• Johannes Margraf (Berlin, Germany)
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Timetable

Thursday, 9th of December

9:00–9:15 Introduction (Francesco Sottile)

9:15–10:15 T Jack WetherellYork, UK Machine Learning: Concepts andApplications.
10:15–11:05 T Jonathan SchmidtHalle, Germany Machine Learning ThermodynamicStability of Materials.11:05–11:30 Coffee

11:30–12:20 T Johannes MargrafBerlin, Germany
Predicting Molecular Propertiesthrough Machine Learned EnergyFunctionals.12:20–14:00 Lunch

14:00–14:50 T Andrea CostamagnaLausanne, Switzerland
Designing models using machinelearning: one-body reduced densitymatrices

14:50–15:40 T Kieron BurkeIrvine, USA
Machine Learning Density Functionalsin the Ground-State and forTime-Dependent DFT.15:40–16:00 Coffee

16:00-17:00 IS Jack WetherellYork, UK Machine Learning Interactive Session:Deep Learning Functionals in Python.17:00 Dinner

Friday, 10th of December

9:25–10:15 T Kristof SchüttBerlin, Germany
Unifying Machine Learning andQuantum Chemistry with Deep NeuralNetworks.

10:15–11:05 T Kunal GhoshHelsinki, Finland Deep Learning Spectroscopy.
11:05–11:30 Coffee

11:30–12:20 T Michael HerbstAachen, Germany DFTK: An Algorithimcally DifferentiableDensity Functional Theory Framework.12:20–14:00 Lunch

14:00–14:50 T Matthias RuppKonstanz, Germany Machine-Learning Potentials:Introduction and Examples.14:50+ Open Discussion
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List of Abstracts

Machine Learning: Concepts and Applications.

Jack Wetherell

York, UK
In this introductory talk, I will cover the basic principles that govern machine learning (ML) meth-ods. I will discuss many of the common methods within ML, their successfully applications andlimitations, along with visualisations of the methods in action. I will also give particular focusto deep-learning methods, including the most widely used types of deep neural networks. I willalso cover what constitutes machine learning good-practice, and how common pitfalls can beavoided, with illustrative examples. This will lead to the interactive session later in the meeting,where implementations of the methods can be deployed using python to solve problems relatingto simple one-dimensional model systems.
Machine Learning Thermodynamic Stability of Materials.

Jonathan Schmidt

Halle, Germany
In recent years machine learning methods have greatly accelerated the theoretical discovery ofnew stable materials. Models for the prediction of material properties have evolved from simpleelemental descriptors and decision tree models, over convolutional networks to graph neuralnetworks. Graph neural networks for crystal structures typically use the atomic positions andthe atomic species as input. Unfortunately, this information is not available when predicting newmaterials, for which the precise geometrical information is unknown. Crystal-graph attentionnetworks replace these precise bond distances with embeddings of graph distances. This allowsfor the application in high-throughput studies based on both compositions and crystal structureprototypes without using relaxed structures as input. With these techniques we have discoveredmore than 5000materials that are thermodynamically stable. The predictions have been confirmedby density-functional theory calculations.
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Predicting Molecular Properties through Machine Learned Energy Functionals.

Johannes Margraf

Berlin, Germany
In this talk I will present recent work on machine learned energy functionals, which can be used topredict energies, forces and molecular properties on an equal footing. On one hand, this concept isrealized in a coarse grained scheme yielding an accurate and efficient charge equilibration method.On the other hand, ML-based density functional approximations working with the full electrondensity will be presented.
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Designing models using machine learning: one-body reduced density matrices

Andrea Costamagna

Lausanne, Switzerland
One of the biggest challenges in condensed matter physics is to calculate properties of materialstaking into account the quantum many-body nature of matter. While the Coulomb interaction isuniversal, its effects cannot be separated from the specific material under analysis, which leads to ahuge theoretical and computational effort. Recently, Machine Learning (ML) has raised new hopesas a tool that could be used to screen and predict properties of broad classes of materials. Indeed,the statistical structure of ML tools is particularly well suited to deal with quantum mechanics,thanks to the statistical information encoded in the state vector, and in recent years ML has beenused for addressing various classes of problems. In quantum physics and chemistry, ML has beenmainly used to predict energies and forces starting from the atomic composition. Another researchline lies in the domain of Density Functional Theory (DFT): here the system is described by itselectronic density, in other words, its properties are functionals of the density. These functionalsare in general not known and must be approximated. So far, ML has been mainly used with theaim to determine energies as density functionals. The work described in this talk was aimed atdesigning a density functional. However, the underlying strategy chosen differs from the usualapproach in two ways: first, instead of being observable specific, we concentrated on an importantbuilding block, the one body reduced density matrix (1-RDM). The knowledge of this quantity allowsone to directly access much useful information, such as the kinetic and exchange energies. Wehence investigated the functional connecting the 1-RDM to the density. Second, instead of using MLmerely as a clever interpolation tool, we asked a methodological question, namely "Is it possiblefor the model maker to learn with the machine?” This would allow one to build functionals thatcould then be used without creating huge data-sets beforehand. One fact is essential for modelingthe 1-RDM, i.e. its diagonal is the density. Consequently, the wanted functional must be derived byexploiting the functional constraints connecting the diagonal to the off-diagonals. The fact thatthe object on which to build the functional is contained in the matrix to be determined assuresthe existence of strong correlations in between the values of the entries. This is analogous tothe existing relations among the pixels of an image. Therefore, the success of ML techniques inextracting spacial information in image processing tasks was at the basis of the work. First wetried to learn from the way the machine structures the data in order to create new analyticalmodels. Then we moved to considering how the human can inform the machine by embedding init some pre-existing theoretical knowledge. For the discussion we used a simple two sites system,whose 1-RDM can be found exactly in some limiting cases. Many other results were derived forcharacterizing this system, including the functional in non-limiting cases and the observation of itsapplicability as an auxiliary system for the determination of the desired functional in a system witha higher number of grid-points.
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Machine LearningDensity Functionals in theGround-State and for Time-Dependent
DFT.

Kieron Burke

Irvine, USA
I will discuss machine learning in electronic structure theory. I will review recent efforts to useML to find density functionals for ground-state density functional theory (DFT), both for weaklyand strongly correlated systems. I will end with ideas about machine learning in time-dependent(TDDFT).
Unifying Machine Learning and Quantum Chemistry with Deep Neural Net-
works.

Kristof Schütt

Berlin, Germany
Deep neural networks are emerging as a powerful tool in materials science and quantum chemistry,combining the accuracy of electronic structure methods with computational efficiency. Goingbeyond the simple prediction of chemical properties, neural network potentials can be applied toperform fast molecular dynamics simulations including solvent effects, model response propertiesand generate novel structures with desired properties. On several examples, I will demonstratehow this opens a clear path towards increased synergy of machine learning and quantum chemistryas well as designing workflows tightly integrated with experiment.
Deep Learning Spectroscopy.

Kunal Ghosh

Helsinki, Finland
Spectroscopy is central to the natural sciences and engineering as one of the primary methods toinvestigate the real world. We show that deep learning methods can learn to predict spectra (par-ticularly photoemission spectra) directly from the structures of molecules. We show an applicationof this model in searching for interesting molecules in a different dataset and spend some timetalking about the drawbacks of this method and future work.
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DFTK: An Algorithimcally Differentiable Density Functional Theory Framework.

Michael Herbst

Aachen, Germany
The density-functional toolkit (DFTK) is an open-source Julia code for multidisciplinary research ondensity-functional theory methods. Over the past months one of our ongoing efforts has been tomake the code algorithmically differentiable, that is enable the ability to compute derivatives ofarbitrary output quantities with respect to arbitrary input quantities. Since this does in particularalso enable the computation of "unusual" derivatives, such as the sensitivity of a band gap withrespect to the parameters of the XC functional, this opens (amongst others) the prospect to designnovel DFT models in a data-driven fashion. Following the emerging opportunities of scientificmachine learning one could for example imagine integrating a neural networks as a component ofthe exchange-correlation functional into the DFT model itself. In this talk I will sketch the currentstatus of algorithmic differentiability in DFTK and hint at possibilities such as the aforementionedones enabled by an automatically differentiable DFT code.
Machine-Learning Potentials: Introduction and Examples.

Matthias Rupp

Konstanz, Germany
The computational study of atomistic systems has become an essential tool for physics, chemistry,and materials science but is often limited by the high computational cost of first-principles cal-culations. Data-driven surrogate models, trained on a few selected reference calculations, canaccurately interpolate between these at a fraction of the computational cost. Effectively, this mapsthe problem of solving a complex equation such as the electronic Schrödinger equation for manyrelated configurations of an atomistic system onto a non-linear statistical regression problem. Thisapproach can yield orders-of-magnitude improvements in system sizes and simulation lengths,enabling new insights and applications. I will provide an introduction to this area, emphasizingdistinctive traits of this setting and the role of domain knowledge, and present two of our currentprojects: message-passing neural networks for Green-Kubo thermal conductivities and "ultra-fast"machine-learning potentials.
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